BPA Corporate Membership Explained
We have had a lot of questions lately about our
CORPORATE MEMBERSHIP options. We wanted to make
things as clear as possible for all our members so here goes!!
Our

Corporate Membership is available in THREE

different types: either 3, 5 or 10 people. You may choose
depending on the size of your company or the amount of
people who will be coming to a single event at any one time.
Corporate Membership means the company itself is a
member rather than a list of specifically named employees.
Example:
PropCo Ltd have Corporate Membership for five people.

This means that UP TO FIVE employees
from PropCo can attend any one BPA
event at the discounted rate.

--Dave also works at PropCo. He also wants to attend
the lunch. But there are FIVE people already
attending from PropCo.
Dave can still attend the lunch but he will have to pay the
higher non-member rate on this occasion (because PropCo’s
five membership numbers are already being used for this
particular event).

Then….
Next month there is a BPA breakfast.
FIVE people from PropCo want to go.
They are a different five from the five
people who went to the lunch but that is
OK because corporate membership does
not relate to specific people only to the company itself.
And then….
The following month there is a Seminar. Only three people
from PropCo are planning on attending this event.
They can all attend at the discounted
member’s rate.

Kate wants to bring a client along to the seminar. The
client will be attendee #4 but the client / the client’s
company is not a member of BPA. This means that
PropCo will need to book three member tickets (for their three
employees) plus one guest/non-member ticket (for the client).

--------------------------BPA is a networking group and as such we like to mix people up!
Kate wants to make sure she is seated next to her client.
She needs to email the BPA after booking the tickets and request
to be seated together. Otherwise there is no guarantee that she
and her client will be on the same table.
Regardless of whether you are a member or not, or how many members
your company has registered, you need to sign up to our mailing .
list in order to receive email notifications form BPA of our .
upcoming events. You can sign up by clicking on the picture here >>

